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A FABULOUS JOURNEY IN THE HELIOSPHERE

Giuseppe Bonacina

Scientific Journalist

During ‘70s four satellite were launched for the direct study of the external planets of the solar
system and for the investigation of the heliosphere, the space surrounding the Sun till a distance of
about 100 AU (Astronomic Unit, equivalent to the medium distance between Sun and Earth).
Actually, the heliosphere is the space dominated by the solar emissions: electromagnetic radiation
and corpuscular radiation (solar wind).

The four satellites were: Pioneer 10 (1972), Pioneer 11 (1973), Voyager 1 (1977) and Voyager
2 (1977). The two Pioneers are now missing in space, while the two Voyagers are still connected
via radio with Earth. Nearly 35 years after their launch, they are now crossing the heliopause, the
relatively thin layer in which the solar wind and the stellar wind become equivalent. In particular,
Voyager 1 will be the first human object to leave the empire of our star.

The data gathered by the two Voyagers are giving us an approximate idea of the structure of
the heliosphere and the action of the Sun in this extremely far regions.
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The Solar Activity, the Cosmic Rays and Bio-substrata (The risks of Astronauts Health ) .

Faraone Piero A.R.

CIFA V.President

In the last Crimea Conference (Proceeding of the VIII International Conference of Crimea,
Sudak, 2009) the A. enphasized the opportunity to insist always more frequently in the searches
about the possible correlations of the external energies as CR and S.A. with many other biosphere-
substrata. This to confirming more clearly if these energies combining both their activity are
presumably dominant factors in influencing directly or indirectly, the atmosphere-substrata generally
and especially bio-substrata.

The A. deduced the share of this opportunity in his experimental. daily researches.( 1970-
1991), on biological.substrata said.CSD(Colony Sectoring).  He examined more than 4 million of
bacterial colonies .The CSD frequency resulted significantly correlated with SA(Solar Activity,Wolf’s-
Number) and with RC (Cosmic Rays ,Neutron flux) : when the SA increased  neutralizing the
cosmic rays effects in our biosphere, we had  lower CSD-frequency. On the contrary, when SA was
lower , the CR  was higher and the CSD frequency increased ( 1-2 ). The A. thinks advisable to
refer here also the data obtained from other AA in several substrata ; these data resulted in
correlation with SA and RC activity as CSD frequency data before said :

Variations of the Ozone-hole and Cosmic Rays (CR). Canadian researchers recently, found
several significant correlations between size variations of the ozone-hole and CR [1981-1992  and
1990-2007] in the Antarctic Hemisphere (0-65 degrees, south latitude) . The researchers noted
effectively a significant positive correlation between the CR Activity  and  the enlargement  of the
ozone-hole . When SA [Solar Activity (Wolf’s Number)] shall be very much low there is also a low
possibility that SA neutralize the cosmic rays effects in our biosphere and then we have
consequently a more enlarged ozone-hole. These researchers hypothesized also a probable
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